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Relics of Grey

.A child was born to a Kannadiga Brahmin family;
technocrats who were precariously balancing a
traditional belief system and the call of
cosmopolitanism in a post independent industrial town.
Rourkela, the town, with its colonial heritage of hierarchical
cityscape, modernist - nationalist zeal for developmental
construction and the impending political upheaval of the
landless, was bursting at the seams. A White town, Black town,
Grey town.

1970

2000s. The memory of the hegemonic cityscape of the
childhood refracts through the young artist's haunt for a 'room
of her own' through the by lanes of the mega city, 'developing'
and 'evolving' with murderous zeal. Desire and memory become
one complex pattern of shadows and lines, sepia photos and
surveillance images blur into each other, authentic and fake
become as indistinguishable as tresses of identities in the
Bombay local trains. The city and its stiff graph of citizenry,
colonial legacy and post-globalisation race of growth; the
topography of the urbanity through the blue plastic of the
shanty roofs … get entangled in the mirror which is also our
boundary wall, the Lakshmanrekha of the gated community.
Madhusree Dutta
Madhusree is a filmmaker and executive director of Majlis, a centre for
multidisciplinary art practices in Bombay. She currently lives in Bombay.
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Performance in Choudhuri bari, Bariupur
Khoj Kolkata workshop, 2006

the cloistered antarmahal or 'women's
quarters' of a 19th century zamindari estate
in a suburb that is fast being claimed by
Kolkata's hurtling urban sprawl, an imposter in a blue
bandana stepped into the open framework of an
antique bed, ready to stage an aggressive fight to
reclaim what she insisted was hers from the outset.
Like two combatants in a boxing ring, a fierce battle
for the bed ensued between Archana Devi and her
opponent, not unlike the domestic skirmishes that
might have occurred within the confines of the
antarmahal. Defeated at her opening gambit to stake
claim, Archana Devi, undeterred, now shifted focus to
claiming the estate itself. Insisting that she had
adopted the Choudhuris of Choudhuribari, Archana
Hande faked documents of ownership and
reconstructed memorabilia, photographing herself as an
anglicised member of the Choudhuri clan at strategic
locations within the property. These, along with a
plaque establishing ownership at the entrance, she
then scattered across the property in the manner that
residents do. As elsewhere in Bengal the bloody battle
for Nandigram raged, and discussions on displacement,
rehabilitation, and claim bandied to and fro, Archana
Hande alias Archana Devi Choudhuri succeeded in
claiming Choudhuribari under pretexts that were
entirely false.

This charade, enacted at Khoj Kolkata 2006, is one of the many chapters leading
up to the culmination of Relics of Grey, a project that has unfolded over a year and - a half. Variously described as “activist, facilitator, interventionist, and maker”,
Hande integrates her myriad concerns, her lively narratives, and her diverse
creative practices into a single installation here, almost site-specific in nature. The
gallery, located within a colonial, hugely expensive, commercial building in Fort, the
historic heritage precinct of South Mumbai, houses a slum on its terrace. In close
proximity to the gallery is the famous Victoria Terminus, fondly known as “VT” and
now questionably renamed 'Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus', the point of entry and
exit to and from Mumbai's “Grey” and “Black” towns. Encapsulated within this
gallery space are the three sculptural installations, White Town, Grey Town, and
Black Town, mirroring the many contradictions and impossible chasms that
comprise the megacity Mumbai and its millions who dare to dream.

In

Knife, Fork & Spoon
detail of the dining table
Victoria House / White House

Relics of Grey is a peculiar game of hide-and-seek. Upon entry, it is as if the
sprawling gallery space is unoccupied. In search of something tangible, the viewer
goes hurtling in, to be confronted by a gaudy façade of “VT Station”, immediately
experiencing an acute sense of displacement. Part of the White Town, this
imposing relic from the Raj, symbol of Queen Victoria's regime, was recreated by
Hande within the gallery space employing the skills of billboard painters, inhabitants
of the Black Town that has traditionally serviced the White Town. Ensconced in the
clock-tower of the VT façade is the video, What's in a name?. It addresses not
only the re-naming of the colonial cities of Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Bangalore,
and Mangalore, but also its significant landmarks and streets, in an attempt to
erase India's colonial history and heritage from public memory.
The façade, however, carefully conceals within its womb the relics of the White
Town - a backroom, entered through a doorway that is barely evident. Within is a

Objects on the dining table and wall of
Victoria House

Facing page: Choudhuri House / Grey Town
Top: Choudhuri bari, Bariupur, 2006
Bottom: Chemould Prescott Rd, Mumbai, 2007

stately room with a dining table laid with a Victorian tablecloth and
dinner service, and walls lined with photographs of colonial landmarks
framed in lace. On closer inspection, however, it turns out that the floor
is patterned linoleum, the furniture neo-antique, the tablecloth a digitally
printed canvas that maps the streets of colonial towns, the dinner
service re-constructed with imprints of the colonial era, the photographs
digital reproductions on canvas, and the lace mould-made plastic each
an emblem of colonialism in its hybrid avatar. In the corner are a
television set and armchair where Victoria TV, a multi-channel video
work running the entire gamut from news to history to lifestyle, can be
viewed. Here, Hande delves into the emotional and psychological
displacement of anglicized minority communities such as the AngloIndians, the Portuguese-Mangalorians, the Parsees, Brahmos, and
Chinese, following the dawn of independence. In poignant moments, an
Anglo-Indian gentleman from Bangalore reminisces how “The Eurasians
were us, of mixed descent, and the Anglo-Indians, Europeans resident
in India, were them until Anglo-Indian became a derogatory term”; a
migrant Chinese hairdresser in Kolkata reminisces fondly about style in
the 60s; and yet others nostalgically remember “the good life” in
colonial clubs that still uphold dress codes from the Raj and gendered
rights to membership. The White Town, in its quest for Queen Victoria,
confronts not only the current attempt to politically displace and
disjuncture India's history from its colonial past, but also empathises
with the social and cultural displacement of a class that was a direct
outcome of the colonial presence and suffered a traumatic sense of
disorientation with the disappearance of the Raj.
Located diametrically opposite the White Town both physically and
psychologically, is the Black Town, ironically also known as Adarsh

Nagar or the Model Town. So well integrated is this little hovel with the
exposed brick face of the gallery wall that it almost escapes notice,
especially with the omnipresent VT looming large. Like a temporary
dwelling, the shack is constructed of flex, polythene sheets, packing
materials, stickers, etc., its walls overrun with impressions of railway
tracks, the lifeline of Mumbai's masses and here, the link to the White
Town. However, here there is neither a grand façade nor any effort to
conceal the private space. As the “model” city intrudes upon the
modest interior of the tiny shack, it is almost as if there is no private
space and no sense of serenity all that exists is the struggle to
survive, to breathe through a crack in the black depths of this
“maximum city”. These are the entrails of the city, visible to all as they
make their ceaseless journeys on railway tracks that seemingly never
end a migrant population, identities reduced to a fleeting blur in the
rush and din of the local train, often displaced from rural/suburban roots
in search of the urban dream.
Both the Black Town and the White Town transgress the Grey Town,
strategically centred between them. The Grey Town, unlike either the
White or the Black, shows no evidence of its existence, wittily hidden
completely from view by a reflective mirror façade that mimics the
current trend in architectural facades for commercial/office spaces. At
the entrance to the Grey Town are a series of rather grey views on
canvas of the slum on the gallery's terrace that you must necessarily
cross in order to reach the door to the Choudhuri House. After
negotiating these disconcerting and disorienting spaces, you are
confronted by a mind-boggling array of information and images
ensconced within the walls of the Choudhuri House. The room is choca-bloc with memorabilia, antique furniture, and presided over by a large

photographic portrait of the anglicised Archana Devi,
proprietress of the Choudhuri House. A family tree,
with generations of varying genealogical descent, is
painted on the wall alongside documents establishing
Archana Devi's rights of ownership. Re-worked
photographs of many of those featured in the family
tree hang on the walls, further establishing Archana
Devi as a member of the Choudhuri clan.
In continuation of the charade begun at
Choudhuribari in suburban Kolkata, Hande
reconstructs a family room in the Choudhuri House
here as the Grey Town where communities and
cultures meet. In progression from an earlier project
titled www.arrangeurownmarriage.com where Hande
questions notions of purity and legacies in lineage
that are fiercely safeguarded, the Grey Town is
projected here as a site of diluted and dubious
legacies, and claims that are as faux as the décor
that houses them. Every piece of memorabilia and
every document in the Choudhuri House is fake, yet
they successfully establish Archana Devi's claim to
the property. As Hande says, “Here I was trying to
put myself into others shoes by claiming property
illegally and trying to show evidence for it which is
fake. For me, it is about questioning illegal and
legal, confronting the question of rehabilitation,
displacement, and claim. I refer, for example, to the
Narmada Valley displacement.”

Relics of Grey, was initiated as an investigation into
the cultural, social and political attitudes of people in
the four colonial port cities and commercial hubs of
Bombay/Mumbai where Hande resides, Mangalore
where she has her roots, and Calcutta/Kolkata,
Madras/Chennai, and the garden city of
Bangalore/Bengaluru to which she has attachments.
From an intense space of social-political-familial
critique, Hande travels across the country probing
and unearthing narratives of different castes, classes,
communities, and professions, the dust eventually
settling in the mega city, Mumbai. Offset by a legacy
of haute colonialism, in the post-globalisation race for
growth in post-colonial India, Hande is led to
question issues of displacement at multiple levels;
discrimination based on notions of purity and
pollution, authentic and fake; and rights to property
that are consistently challenged based on these
multiple notions. In the struggle for survival, as basic
claims to food, water, shelter and livelihood continue
to remain severely challenged, Hande asks, “How do
we maintain a culturally enriched life of dignity and
empathy?”
Dr. Paula Sengupta
Dr. Paula Sengupta is a practising artist, writer and academician
resident in Kolkata. She currently teaches in the Department of
Graphics (Printmaking), Faculty of Visual Arts, Rabindra Bharati
University, Kolkata, and is Secretary of Khoj Kolkata.
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Choudhuri House / Grey Town, 2007, outside view
Mirror walls

Choudhuri House / Grey Town
2006 2007, inside view

This is Archana Devi's private
chamber. Fragments of her life
have been reconstructed here by
way of putting together objects
from her own room at Choudhuri
House. Archana Devi's lineage is
upper class with heavy influences
of Victorian upbringing and
lifestyle. She adopted the
Choudhuri family and acquired
the Choudhuri property.

Choudhuri House / Grey Town
2006 2007, inside view

Choudhuri Family Tree
Ramkumar (1790-1854)

Rajkumar Roy (1802-1880)
= Sujata Devi

Rabindra Kumar Roy (1809-1877)
Swarna Kumari

A daughter
who died in
infancy

Debendra Kumar
(1825 - 1903)
=Mrinalini Devi

Rukmani Devi (b1850)
=Kaikhushroo Antia

Sukumari
(1830 - 1910)

Saudamini
(1834-1905)
(single)

Roupya Kumari Devi
=Chandkumar
(no issue)

Sukumar(1855 -1939)
= Sulochana Devi

Hormesjee Antia
=Armaity
Mira Devi (1880 - 1955)
=M. Chandrashekar

Gangamma
(1900 -1990)
=A. Ramchandra

Renuka Devi
=Samindra

Hemalatha

Ramdev
A.R. Subramanya
(was adopted -1937-1984)
= Susheela

A.R.Mohan
(1966-1998)
engaged to

Mary Proud

ARCHANA DEVI
(adopted the Choudhuri Family in 2001)

Sarojini Devi
=Shekhar Babu

Roma Devi
= ???

Sukhdev

Lilian Proud

Victor Proud

Photo Credit: Chhatrapati Dutta

Hemendra
Cyrus
(single)

This is the last will and testiment of me
Roy Choudhuri of Choudhuribari Bariupur. I hereby
revoke all my previous wills. I have whatever
i possess to my daughter Archana Devi
(who has adopted me as her father).
I appoint no one as executers of this my will.
in witness where of i here unto set my hand this:
signed by the above named
Roy Choudhuri as his last will
in our presence

Choudhury Bari
aab

Choudhury Bari
In 1873 Rajkumar Roy (adopted Great Grandfather of Archana Devi)
constructed the present structure. Rajkumar Roy acquired this
property from Dwarakanath Tagore (grandfather of Rabindranath
Tagore). A major portion of the structure as we see it today was
probably constructed by Debendra Kumar Roy Choudhuri (adopted
grand father of Archana Devi) in the late decade of the 19th century
and the first decade of the 20th century.
This property has undergone considerable fragmentation and is now
occupied by many branches of the original family. The portion you
are seeing is the largest holding and belongs to Archana Devi.

Carpet presented to Archana Devi by an unknown artist

Archana Devi, the only unmarried daughter, adopted the Roy
Choudhury family and inherited this property in the 21st century.

Historical and textual evidence for Archana Devi's claim to ownership

Choudhuri Brothers

Choudhuri Family

Kaikhushroo Family

Proud Family

Aunty & Uncle

Shekhar Babu, Sarojini Devi,
Ramdev, Roma Devi, Sukhdev

Family photographs from Archana Devi's photo album
source: street vendors, Chor Bazaar

The City is neither a jungle nor the moon nor the Grand Hotel. In long shot: a cosmic smudge,
a conglomerate of bleeding energies. Close up, it is a fairly legible printed circuit, a
transistorized labyrinth of beastly tracks, a data bank for asthmatic voice prints. Only some of
its citizen have the rights to be amplified and become audible.
Susan Sontag
I, Etcetera
March 2002

It was not long before I began seeing how squatting was something that surrounded me all the time. My lending library
was a small shop below the staircase of an old colonial building across the street. The dhobhi ironed clothes in a
temporary workspace made by connecting the back walls of the buildings in the colony.
I soon understood that there exists a massive world of ownership in between the limited dichotomy of private and public
property. Those were big words in the political imagination of those times. And in a subjective sense, the liminal world in
between them was symbolized by the act of squatting. It exposed the binary as a shallow one one that created an even
more monstrous mechanical hybrid the mixed economy that plagued our lives like an illness. On the side, it also
produced degraded and opulent habitats that mirrored this divide, convincing the city that this was the only way to be.

Squat

Yet, the city could never - out of necessity and need - suppress the practice of squatting at all. In fact that is what which
made the city so human in the first place. It allowed people to make its million spaces their own in a billion different ways.

T

he first time I heard the word as an admonishment was when Mrs. Cooper used
it to shoo us off the compound wall at the Mazagaon railway colony. She would
tell us to stop squatting and to go home, into the club or play in the compound,
but by no means sit on the wall. All five of us, between eight and ten years, would
obediently jump off our mildewed perch and rush to the next place that was not home,
nor the club and neither the compound wall. Often it was the staircase next to the lift or
the niche behind the gate into the colony. There was no space more enchanted then
these little in-between worlds for us to exchange stories, indulge in collective
daydreaming, or plan the next attack on Mr. and Mrs. Cooper.

Initially I didn't like the word. I had always heard it being used to describe the posture
we used to shit 'Indian-style' and I would look puzzled at Mrs. Cooper whenever she
abused us with it. Nevertheless, very soon, we were using it to describe our meetings.
So when and where do we squat next? In between games and homework, it was a
genuine moment of relaxation. However, it was both, a special moment as well as a
sacred space. The squat-worthy space was intuitively chosen. It was rarely used for any
specific purpose, expect perhaps as a route or a pathway. You would know it was squatworthy the moment you stepped into its haloed protection. It was public property and we
knew how to transform it into our not private but personal zone. It became ours for
those moments in the best spirit of sharing possible.

This creative world of making spaces yours, without owning them, is essentially what squatting is all about.
It has many mythologies. Its energy has been celebrated or derided in the romance and struggles of nomadism. Travelers,
adventurers, gypsies and indigenous people on the move, were always viewed suspiciously by settled agrarian societies
who used the term just like Mrs. Cooper. Of course, they had to be reminded in turn by the forest dwellers that they - the
settled agriculturists - had been the first to squat on rich forests to start with. This irony continued all through history.
Colonialism in this cosmology was and remains the biggest squatting moment of all time. It was big-time squatting.
The term got a new lease of political life with Marxism. When private property was seen to be the starting point of an
oppressive history, squatters became natural heroes. Yet when squatters made they own state some say they missed
the point. They forgot about the pleasures of squatting as they started carving out specific squatting spaces like the
home, the club or the compound to play in.
You even had to have special permits to squat.
Unfortunately, life was never hunky-dory for squatters in 'Privatepropertyland' either. Mrs. Cooper always stood with her
cane at the door. If you really wanted to squat it had to be in specifically designated squatting spaces, usually shopping
malls.
Naturally people rebelled all the time. They couldn't help it. They had to find that staircase or hidden niche where they
could connect with each other. They had to make pubs and discos hysterical spaces that reflected their inner turmoil.
And when the laws of private property continued its story of oppression - squatting reinvented itself as political struggle.

Slumdwellers, shackdwellers, the homeless, the indigenous, nomads and landless peasants have emerged today, as a huge global force
of resistance. However, their struggles are so tough, that they understandably - don't have the time or the inclination to celebrate the
poetics of squatting. The political ideal today and yesterday, is and has always been to escape from the memory of squatting. For
centuries, nomads have always been forced to settle down by controlling their movement by making them live inside the compound wall,
not on it.

1.

Squatting, the practice of living in abandoned or unoccupied spaces that
a squatter does not legally own. While many squatters are routinely
evicted, arrested, harassed, or even, in some parts of the world, beaten or
killed, some manage to make comfortable long-term homes on someone
else's property.
…. whether you're unemployed, underpaid, or just extraordinarily thrifty,
squatting may be the solution to your housing needs.

When we especially in a world of diminishing resources - are faced with unused spaces, we instinctively know that it is unethical and
wasteful not to use them. Yet, laws of property are sometimes so irrational that they justify crimes - like such mammoth waste - all the
time. Just take a look at the amount of speculative real estate that drives the city's economy.

http://www.wikihow.com/Squat-in-Abandoned-Property

In the eyes of the homeless, abandoned space is orphaned space. It is not about stealing the place - it is about infusing it with life. Like
when a thin crevice of organic matter between stonewalls of a concrete structure becomes enough invitation for a wayward tree to grow
roots.

2.

A colonial building may have been designed in a particular form for use by people in specific ways but the colonized have squatted on
it in even more unexpectedly peculiar styles. A shrine may squat below a staircase opposite a lift. A whole village may squat on its roof
injecting dead space with life it could never have imagined possible on its rigidly designed structure.

3.

Today, thanks to digital technology, you can make your own squatting spaces, from blogs to virtual double lives, you can create multiple
copies of everything and then release yourself in a collective daydream to squat on people's imaginations on a scale that has been
hitherto unknown to humankind.
This digital touch propels us to keep exploring the aesthetics of squatting in newer ways. It reminds us of how deep our instincts are. It
allows us to be mischievous.
When family photographs find themselves being sold in flea markets, a wayward artist slyly appropriates the family history. When a
colonial house taunts you with its ornate beauty, she possesses it with a skillful digital sleight of hand.
She also reminds you that squatting is deliciously dark. That there is a thin line between squatting and possessing and the thrill is in
never dissolving the boundaries.
Rahul Srivastava
www.airoots.org
Rahul Srivastava is an independent researcher in urban anthropology and writes fiction for young readers. He is based in Goa. He is also affiliated with PUKAR,
Partners for Urban Knowledge Action and Research, Mumbai.

How to Squat in Abandoned Property

The squat is a lower body exercise used in strength training. The squat is
often called "the King of exercises" by those who believe it capable of
inducing more and faster muscle growth than any other exercise.
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

[squat!net] We don't really want an internet magazine -- We want
squatted houses and freespaces everywhere and all the time. The
current situation in Europe is getting worse and worse - Perhaps
we are able to inform you, or to motivate some people to join the
squatter scene or to help us with our work ... etc.
http://squat.net/

4.

" I recalled this wonderful theatre group, called the Squat Theatre, that
had been in New York in the '70s and '80s, and they performed in a
storefront space. Often you came in, and just like in our film there would
be a drape, and then they would find some excuse to open this drape and
reveal the street.
On one amazing night they did this piece called Mr. Dead and Mrs. Free.
In New York City traffic they had this military jeep, with four soldiers in it,
do a screaming U-turn in the middle of Twenty Third Street. The jeep goes
up on the sidewalk while people are walking by, the soldiers jump out of
the jeep, run into the theatre, grab one of the characters in the play, put
them in the jeep and then they're gone. You never see them again, and
that was the most amazing moment in live theatre I've ever seen!”
http://squattheatre.com/about.html
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Contemporary Art, Finland
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Delegation leader for Seeds of Peace (SOP), conducted workshops for SOP with children
from Afghanistan in Kabul; Workshop with Pakistani and Indian Children, in Karjat, India
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Participated and Organiser in World Social Forum 2004, Mumbai
Conducted a video workshop, Bridging Gaps, Max Muller Bhavan, Mumbai

2002 2005
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